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TWO POEMS
Evan Gray

































to watch football with
my AT&T bill
& what might
the tendon in my
left knee do if
not so tight
possibly remain
in one of the line
or arch tracing





be cleaned & it’s
all gummed up





nipples to the porn
star riding the fuckmachine
or what about
the time you said
you’d fuck
the 2nd basemen









down on him hey
batter, batter don’t
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take it so hard
the recycling
needs to go but
we don’t recycle
the purpose of matter






































the heron came back
to sit. ashamed
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of the first limb
lost to survey






















































































































































































EVAN GRAY was born and raised in the Appalachian Mountains of North
Carolina. He has earned an MFA in poetry from the University of North Carolina,
Wilmington, and his work has appeared or is forthcoming with Inter rupture,
Otoliths, Word /For Word, ‘Pider, and others. His chapbook, BLINDSPOT (THE
REST (Garden-Door Press, 2017) will be available this fall.
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